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GO-MAKKAH

Subject: Invitation to the international chess festival GO MAKKAH
Greetings,
it is with great pleasure that our tour operator GO MAKKAH, in collaboration with the association LE CARRE ROYAL under the supervision of
the Tunisian FTE chess federation, announces our second edition of the international chess festival GO MAKKAH which will take place at the hotel
Sunconnect 4 * Djerba, Tunisia, From 15/02/2020 to 24/02/2020, with the presence of JUDIT POLGAR.
We invite you with your members and your players from all categories to participate in this event.
The total prizes awarded to the competition exceed € 13,000.
Accommodation cost in Full Board (Drinks included) is 39 € / night.
We'll have :
- Master
- Open for Rating between [2000-2400]
- Open for the Rating between [1500-2000]
- Tournaments for Rating <1500
The festival will be enriched by :
- Success story of the film Based on a real story of a chess champion 'Fahim' with the presence of Fahim and the writer of the
film.
- Training for arbiters.
- Training for instructors.
- A conference about player’s psychology and chess mental coaching.
- A conference about the composition and the problems and their solutions.
- A conference about chess history and spirituality, the symbolic chess game.
- A conference about square’s theory and chess calculation engines.
- A confernece about chess and Arabic poetry
- Workshops (Blitz 4 - Quiz - werewolf - Open House Day)
The festival will welcome executives from many federations headed by Mr. Bachar Kouatly President of the French federation and aims
for President of FIDE.
We trust your participation and we remain at your disposal for any additional information.
Our Master guests:
- GM Sergei Tiviakov Elo : 2613
- GM Guseinov Gadir Elo : 2660
- GM Maxim Lagarde Elo : 2657
- GM Bilel Bellahcene Elo : 2540
- IM Oussedik Mahfoud Elo : 2426
- IM Bodrigua Mohamed Ali Elo : 2325

- GM Fabien Libiszewski Elo : 2523
- GM Goganov Aleksy Elo : 2572
- GM Adly Ahmed Elo : 2636
- WGM/IM Sabrina Vega Gutièrrez Elo : 2395
- IM Amir Zaibi Elo : 2369

Link for inscription : https://www.chesstunisia.com
Regards
Team GO MAKKAH
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